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SUMMABILITY INTEGRALS

GEORGE BRAUER

Abstract. An integral on the set of natural numbers N is defined. If £ is a

subset of N such that the characteristic function \e °f & 's evaluated to

some number a by a regular nonnegative summation matrix A, then uA(E)

is defined to be a; uA defines a finitely additive measure on N. If j is a

sequence which can be written as a linear combination of characteristic

functions 2"»i<l/X£,i where each sequence Xe, is ■ evaluated by A, then

f N s duA is defined to be 'Za!uA(Ei). Finally the definition of the integral is

naturally extended to L(A), the class of sequences which can be approxi-

mated by linear combinations of characteristic functions [2, pp. 85-88]. It is

shown that if A and B are two nonnegative regular matrices such that the

convergence field of A includes' that of B, then L(A) includes L(B)

provided B is normal. Finally for a nonnegative regular matrix A = (a„t),

the spaces LP(A) spanned by sequences such that C2.k-0ank\sk\p} is

bounded and lim2f_0anA.^ exists are studied. It is shown that if p is

greater than one, then the sequences in LP'(A) give rise to a set of bounded

linear functionals on LP(A) which are weak star dense in the dual of LP(A).

Let A = (ank) be a nonnegative regular summation matrix and let 2 = 2^

denote the class of subsets E of the natural numbers N such that

lim   2 ank = lia(E)
"^°° kBE

exists, that is, 2 denotes the class of sets E whose characteristic functions x£

are ,4-summable; thus fiA is a finitely additive measure on N (the characteris-

tic function of E is the sequence which is one when n is in E and zero when n

is not in E). Let S(1A) denote the set of finite linear combinations 2a,-X£.>

where the a, are scalars and the sets 7s, are in 2. Each sequence s in S(2) lies

in the convergence field, W(A), of A; if we write

\ sdiiA = 2 ajHEi(A)

for each sequence s = 2a,x£ in S(2), Ts, E 2, then

sdnA= lim   2 a***

Edwards and Wayment [1, p. 88] define the summability integral as follows:
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the norm of a sequence 5 in 5 (2) is defined by

00

(1) ||.r|| = \\s\\A = lim sup 2 ank\sk\.
" k = 0

L(A) denotes the closure of S(1A) in the norm (1). If s G L(A), then for each

e > 0 there exists a sequence se in 5(2) such that ||j - se\\ < e; we define

(2) I s d\x,A = lim I sc d\iA.
J e—>0 J

Clearly js dfxA defined above is independent of the choice of sc. We norm

L(A) by
OO

(1') ||s|| = H4, = lim sup 2 ank\sk\-
"        k = 0

Two sequences * and t are identified in L(A) whenever \\s — /|| = 0. Formula

(1') extends the definition of the norm from 5(2) to L(A).

For each A C A the symbol \LA(E) will denote lim sup ~ZkfEE \ank\; fiA is an

outer measure, and JlA(E) = \\xE\\ if Xe g L(A).
Edwards and Wayment [1, p. 92] ask whether L(A) D L(B) implies W(A)

D W(B), where W(A) denotes the convergence field of the summation

matrix A. We will exhibit two nonnegative regular matrices A and A such that

L(A) D L(B) while W(A) 2 W(B). Let A be given by the equations

an,n = i>    an,k ~ 0   when k =£ n, n even,

an,n-\ ~ i'    an,k ~ 0   when fv =7* « — 1, « odd,

and let A be the Norlund matrix given by the equations

fcoo = 1,    V = 0,        fc * 0,

Kn = *>„,„-, = 1/2.

*«,* = °' k ¥= n, k =£ n - 1, n > 1.

The only sequences * in A(A) are those for which both subsequences {s2n}

and {s2n+x) converge, while L(A) contains all sequences / such that (t2n)

converges; hence L(A) D A(A). However, A evaluates only those sequences 5

such that the subsequence {*2«} converges, while A evaluates all sequences *

such that {sn + sn + x) converges. Hence W(A)~2 W(B).

In the reverse direction we have

Theorem. // A and A are nonnegative regular matrices, B is normal and

W(A) D W(B), then L(A) D L(B).

A normal matrix is a triangular matrix with all diagonal elements nonzero.

Proof. Suppose that s is a sequence in L(B). Then for each e > 0 there

exist sets A,. G 2, (j = 1, 2.r) and scalars a, such that \\s - 2^=,a,x£i||B

< £. Since each sequence Xe is evaluated by A, it is evaluated by A, that is,

A, G 1A for each i. Since A is normal, A _1 exists. Our hypothesis W(A) D

W(B) implies that the matrix AB~X is regular. Thus A A-1 represents a

bounded operator on the Banach space m0 of bounded sequences, normed by

Hlslll = lim sup|i„|,       s G m0.
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(Sequences differing by a null sequence are identified in m0.) Let u

= \B-x{s-2ri=xAjXE)\,thatis,

u„= \b~*{s- £«/xJ      .       «- 0,1,2,....

We have |||7iw||| = \\u\\B < e, and consequently \\\Au\\\ < |||^7J_1|||e, where

111^47? "'HI denotes the norm of the operator on m0 represented by the matrix

AB _1. (Again, since AB "' is regular, \\\AB ~x\\\ < oo.) But

Hl^uHl =\\s - Sfl^L

and therefore this quantity is bounded by \\\AB _1|||e. Since each set 7s, lies in

1,A, s E LiA). This completes the proof.

We define, for a nonnegative regular summation matrix A = iank), p > 1,

the space LpiA) consisting of linear combinations of sequences ^ = {sn} such

that

/   00 \'/>

<V 11^= lim sup   2 ank\sk\")     < oo,
U = 0 /

and
00

K Ac = 0

exists. We note that (8p) defines a norm on LpiA). Edwards and Wayment [1,

p. 92] raise the question whether the dual of LpiA) is Lp\A),p' = p/ip - 1).

In general each sequence / e LP\A) gives rise to infinitely many bounded

functionals on LpiA),p > 1. Suppose that s E Lp{A) and t E Lp\A). Then s

satisfies (8^) while t satisfies {%p). The sequence {^t=(ianksktk} is bounded; as

a bounded function on the discrete space N it has a continuous extension

{^=0anksktk}p to BN, the Stone-Cech compactification of N. For a descrip-

tion of the Stone-Cech compactification, the reader is referred to [2, pp.

82-89]. (Throughout the paper the superscript B will indicate continuous

extension to BN; for each point y E BN - N we will indicate that the

function {~2k°=Janksktk}^ has been evaluated at y by writing {2Zanksktk}^.) If 5

and t are sequences such that A fails to evaluate st, then / gives rise to

bounded functionals

L{t, y)s =      | anksktk 1   ,        y E BN - N;
\k=0 )y

the functionals Lit, y){s) take on different values as y ranges over the points
of BN - N.

Theorem. If A is a nonnegative regular matrix and p > 1, then the function-

als

(10) Lit, y){s) = i f anksktk) ,       s E LP{A),
Vfc-o !y

where t ranges over Lp\A) and y ranges over BN — N, are weak star dense in

the dual of L"iA).
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Recall that the superscript B in (10) indicates that the function (2anksktk}

has been continuously extended to BN - A; the subscript y indicates that the

extended function has been evaluated at the point y.

Proof. We first treat the case p = 2. Let * be a sequence in L2(A); then

s = {sn} is in L2(A) and lim sup'2k°=0anksksk = \\s\\l. There is a point y G

BN - A such that L(s, y)(s) = \\s\\l. Hence if L(t, y)s = 0 for all sequences

t G L2(A) and all points y G BN - A, then ||$||2 = 0; that is, for p = 2,

functionals of the form (10) are dense in the dual of Lp(A).

For the other cases we need the following lemma whose proof is obvious.

Lemma. Let 0 < a < 2tr, a =£ tt and let 9 be a real number. If a is not a

rational multiple of 2tt, then for each e > 0 there exists an integer m such that

\9 — ma\ < £ (mod 2tr). If a is a rational multiple of 2m, then there exists an

integer m such that \9 — ma\ < a/2 (mod 2tr).

We return to the proof of the theorem. Let s be a sequence in Lp(A); it is

sufficient to show that if s is a sequence in Lp(A) and 'Zk°=0anksktk tends to

zero for each sequence t G Lp'(A), then ||j|| = 0. Suppose that ||s|| > 0. If

* G LP(A), then s may be written 5 = 2;=1i(,) where each sequence s^

satisfies (Sp) and (9^,). The sequences (i(,)y_1 (/ = 1, 2, . . . , r) satisfy (8^-)

and (9^,,) and hence the sequence s = S/_i(i(,)y-1 lS in TP(A) as is each

sequence

t(m) = [tk(m)) = (Sjp'exp 2mtri//>'},       m = 0, 1, . . . .

The case 2tr/p' = tr can occur only if p = 2, and this case has been dealt

with. Hence we may apply the lemma with a = 2tt/p' =?= tr and 9 as the angle

between the vector jjf"1 and the vector uk = \sk\p~2sk to conclude that if p is

irrational, then for each £ > 0 there exists an integer mk such that the angle

between the vector tk(mk) and the vector uk is numerically less than £ whenever

sk =£ 0, while if p is rational, p ¥= 2, then the angle between the vector tk(mk)

and the vector uk is numerically no greater than \tr — 2tr/p'\ = tt/p'

wherever sk ^ 0. For such mk,

Re!**'*(»»*)| >\sk\"cose

if p is irrational, while

Re\sktk(mk)\ >\skfcostr/p'

if p is rational. Hence

00

lim sup 2 anksktk(mk) >\\sk\fp cos e
k = 0

if p is irrational, while
00

lim sup 2 anksktk(mk) >|H£cos tr/p'
k = 0

ifp is rational,/> ^= 2. In either case if \\s\\p > 0, then lim sup2^=0anAr5Ar,it(m*:)

> 0. This concludes the proof.

The proof actually shows

Theorem. If s G LP(A), \\s\\ > 0 where A is a nonnegative regular matrix

and p > 1, then for p = 2 there exists a sequence u G L2(A) such that \\u\\2
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= 1 and lim sup1,ankskuk = \\s\\2; far p irrational there exists, for each positive

8, a sequence u E LP{A) such that \\u\\ . = 1 and

lim sup ^a„kskuk > (1 - 8)\\s\\p;

for p rational, p ¥= 2, there exists a sequence u E LP iA) such that \\u\\ ■ = 1

and lim sup ~2,ankskuk > \\s\\p cos ir/p'.
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